Learning algorithms have at their disposal an ever-growing number of metagenomes for biomining and 15 the study of microbial functions. We propose a novel representation of function called nanotext that 16 scales to very large data sets while capturing precise functional relationships. 17 These relationships are learned from a corpus of 32 thousand genome assemblies with 145 million 18 protein domains. We treat the protein domains in a genome like words in a document, assuming that 19 protein domains in a similar context have similar "meaning". This meaning can be distributed by the 20 Word2Vec embedding algorithm over a vector of numbers. These vectors not only encode function but 21 can be used to predict even complex genomic features and phenotypes. 22 We apply nanotext to data from the Tara ocean expedition to predict plausible culture media and 23 growth temperatures for microorganisms from their metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) alone. 24 nanotext is freely released under a BSD licence (https://github.com/phiweger/nanotext). 25 An organism can be reduced to the functions its genome encodes. However, the definition of function 27 and its representation remain elusive 1,2 . Protein domains in a genome are basic units of function, like 28 words are basic units of "meaning" in a document. Embeddings of protein domains in a vector space are 29 a novel representation that captures even subtle aspects of function. When extended to entire genomes, 30 functional "topics" of these genomes can be inferred, which reflect their current taxonomy. Domain and 31 genome embeddings have many useful properties especially as input to learning algorithms and offer the 32 possibility for use in large scale metagenomic applications such as biomining and genotype-phenotype 33 mapping.
As was the case for phyla, clusters represent distinct taxonomic entities. At the level of order, many MAGs could not be labelled in the original study, possibly because certain marker genes were missing (grey). However, their proximity to genomes with known taxonomy is clearly informative. Note for example the grey points around the order Alteromonadales 3 (yellowish green), which could be plausibly grouped with it.
( Table 3) The most common media (excluding their variants) in the prediction set are no. 514 ("Bacto Marine Broth"), no. 1120 ("PYSE Medium")e.g. used to study Colwellia maris isolated from seawater 57 , no. 830 ("R2A Medium") -developed to study bacteria which inhabit potable water 58 , no. 1066 ("Marinobacter Lutaoensis Medium"), no. 878 ("Thermus 162 Medium"), no. 269 ("Acidiphilium Medium") and no. 607 ("M13 Verrucomicrobium Medium") -which includes artificial seawater as an ingredient. All these media are representatives of a "marine topic" and plausible starting media for the organisms associated with the MAGs. (C) Inferring the water temperature of the environment for a given set of genomes (regression task). The ten most abundant MAGs from each Tara sampling location (n=93) were used to infer and sum across genome vectors. The resulting aggregate vector was used as input to a Gradient Boosting Tree classifier. Water temperature is predicted with an 2 of 0.66. The dataset is very biased towards moderate temperatures, which likely reduces the predictive accuracy.
Genome vectors as inputs for machine learning tasks
the media data. A prediction is classified correctly, if the target medium is in the first (1, 10) top-1-accuracy of 50% and a top-10-accuracy of 73.2% (Figure 4, B) . we predict the correct water temperature with an 2 of 0.66 (Figure 4 , C).
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Discussion
237
In this paper, we showed that protein domain and genome embeddings capture many functional aspects 238 of the underlying organism. The main assumption of our approach is that the function of a genome can 239 be abstracted as a sequence of protein domains. Much like words determine the topic of a document, 240 protein domains act as atomic units of "meaning" that describe the functions of a genome.
241
This view of function is very reductive, and much more comprehensive definitions exist More generally, learning algorithms can become much more efficient when using embeddings as input, 299 because the algorithms can focus on the actual learning task and need not learn the "semantics" of the 300 problem in parallel. If for example we used raw nucleotide sequences as input to a learning algorithm, 301 it would have to learn concepts such as synonymous SNPs, which embeddings have already encoded.
will oftentimes result in faster, better learning. If needed, pretrained embeddings can be additionally 304 trained on a downstream domain-specific learning task, e.g. as an embedding layer in a neural net. The 305 machine learning models we used are very basic, and could in the future be replaced by more powerful 306 models such as Siamese neural nets 80 and/ or optimized using e.g. alternative loss functions 81 .
307
In conclusion, we showed that protein domain and genome embeddings capture significant aspects of classification, biomining and phenotype prediction can benefit from nanotext.
Methods
We annotated protein domains for a collection of 957 MAGs 7 using HMMER (hmmscan --cut_ga, To quantify how similar any pair of culture media was, we created a media embedding. Such a 347 representation has an advantage over using the name or ID of a medium in learning tasks, because 348 many media are very similar, such as when an organism-specific medium is an extension of a base tracted a list of ingredients 61 . We excluded water (SEED-cpd00001###) and agar (SEED-cpd13334###) 361 because these ingredients are highly redundant and would act as noise during training. We embedded 362 the ingredients using Word2Vec with a window size of 5 and a learning rate as described above over 363 100 epochs using negative sampling of 15 words per window. To make sure that pairs of media ingredi-364 ents could occur in the same window, we augmented the data set by shuffling each ingredient list 100 365 times 87 . The result is a 10-dimensional vector for each media ingredient. To create culture medium 366 embeddings, we summed across the embedding vectors for all ingredients in a medium.
367
The similarity of any two DSMZ media could then be compared using cosine similarity. which is reflected by a cosine similarity of 1.
vector space, i.e. if similar entities cluster. We therefore visualized the media vector space using t-SNE ( Figure 5 ). Indeed, similar media cluster and thus enable learning algorithms to discriminate media classes. For downstream machine learning tasks, the vector representation has two major advantages:
It reduces the dimentionality of the media representation by 2 orders of magnitude, from one-hot-377 encoding of more than one thousand media to a 10-dimensional vector. Another advantage is that 378 any predicted medium (see results) can suggest n similar media as starting point, instead of just one.
379
While this might seem inexact, we think it offers much more information about culturing previously 380 uncultured organisms, as a wider range of media can be explored and mixed. Figure 5: Supplement. Culture medium embedding. We used t-SNE to project the associated 10-dimensional embedding vector into the plane (grey points). We colored all media with more than 0.95 cosine similarity to the top 16 most common DSMZ media in the BacDive database. We observe clear clusters of similar media. These clusters can be used by learning algorithms to discriminate media classes. Also note how near-identical media such as no. 830 and no. 830c are embedded in near identical vector space, which acts as a negative control to validate the embedding model.
Linking AnnoTree genome assemblies to BacDive culture media 382 To predict a medium (vector) from a genome (vector) we needed to create a training set that matches 383 the two. The BacDive database from the DSMZ holds taxonomic and phenotypic information includ-384 ing culture media for currently over 60 thousand strains 62 . However, these strains do not directly
